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Appendix 7 - Learners’ case studies and sample emails 
Learner D 

Learner D is from Iraq and speaks Kurdish. She has only been in 
Newcastle for a year. A really confident and sociable student, she enjoys 
interacting with others. She takes her classes very seriously, attending 
every class and completing all homework tasks. The reason she was 
able to engage so well in the emailing project was probably both due to 
her desire to interact with others, but also due to the fact she was 
working at the high end of entry one. She has since moved up to entry 2 
and is progressing well. 

In this exchange below, she quickly builds a rapport with her email 
partner, ‘really nice your answer…nice to meet you.’ In feedback on the 
emailing task, D said, ‘actually I like email because it help me for 
speaking’. She continued to repeat the questions she had learnt in class 
and these can be evidenced in the email below where she manipulates a 
range of Wh questions accurately and attempts a more natural ‘How 
about...’ question. It was interesting to see the link here between 
developing speaking and writing; the less formal language of an email 
has more characteristics of spoken than written language. For learner D, 
the emailing exchange also helped her to ‘talk to somebody a different 
country…class…I get information about different country.’  She is still not 
able to close and sign off emails accurately, but this might be more due 
to her enthusiasm to communicate and send the email.  
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Learner S 
Learner S is from Turkey. He works part-time and lives with his family. 
His wife speaks very good English and learner S jokes about competing 
with her. He is quiet in class and often sits at the back. He enjoys asking 
questions about how language works and the meaning of certain words.  

As seen from the exchanges below, he is keen to talk about culture and 
history and food; it is good to be reminded that these are adult learners 
with considerable experience and knowledge who may not just want to 
talk about free time activities or their house. His email partner may not 
have understood the initial email though! In his second email, he 
develops a coherent email focusing on his family and then moving on to 
Turkish food. This section on food is particularly well-structured moving 
from a general comment about Turkey having a ‘rick kitchen’ to a focus 
on dolma and a persuasive ‘you have to try dolma’, revealing his 
awareness of audience here too, perhaps. The emerging language, for 
example, ‘rich kitchen’ is also interesting to see. He is taking risks with 
language to express what he wants to say.  
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Learner M 

Learner M is from Syria and arrived in the UK on the Syrian Vulnerable 
Person Resettlement Scheme. She has two teenage sons and lives with 
her family in Newcastle. She has an excellent visual memory, producing 
accurate spellings and sentences from previous sessions, but struggles 
to interact with other students and finds it difficult to focus during whole 
class work. She also struggles to articulate and perhaps hear certain 
sounds in English. She has beginner IT skills and initially struggled both 
with typing and using the key board, but also with the concept of 
emailing someone else and receiving an email from someone. When she 
received her first response from a student, also from Syria, she began to 
correct the information, thinking that the email was about her.  

Following focused work with instructors in workshops including looking 
at model emails and focusing on punctuation, she was able to produce a 
final email to a tutor. She produced this quickly after having been able to 
log on to the computers without help for the first time.  
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